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HX1 TRIFLEX HANDSTICK VACUUM CLEANER
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HX1 Hand Turbobrush HXSEB
11384950

Vacuum CleanersVacuum Cleaners
Cordless Handstick Range Cordless Handstick Range 

R13999 R15999 R18999

Electrobrush ideal for Pet hair

3in1 concept
Ultimate flexibility for any situation. Enjoy the ultimate in flexibility: The 
PowerUnit of your Miele Triflex HX1 vacuum cleaner can be positioned 
at the top or bottom. This enables you to get under flat furniture easily 
or to vacuum large areas effortlessly. The PowerUnit can also go solo in 
an instant: The perfect way to vacuum the car seats or sofa in next to no 
time. As you can see, the configuration concept of the Triflex HX1 adapts 
to suit your needs perfectly.

Maximum range
All kinds of possibilities: Whether you need to vacuum underneath flat 
furniture or get the dust off the ceiling, with the Triflex HX1 PowerUnit 
positioned at the top you have maximum flexibility. It makes it really easy 
to get under beds or cupboards with the vacuum cleaner - for a perfectly 
clean home.

Effortless
Perfect for large areas: Position the PowerUnit at the bottom of your 
Miele Triflex HX1 vacuum cleaner. This is a really convenient way of 
vacuuming large rooms or areas - such as long hallways or spacious 
living rooms. This lightweight design makes your vacuum cleaner really 
easy to hold and in case you need to take a break from vacuuming, it 
also features a self-standing function.

Fresh Air
With the HEPA * Lifetime Filter, you can create a hypoallergenic zone with 
your own four walls.  It captures and filters 99.99% of all microscopic 
particles and allergens - removing them from the air. As a result allergy 
sufferers will be less affected by pollen or household dust.

Easy handling
You just want to vacuum some crumbs off the couch or free the car seats 
of dust? With the solo PowerUnit its an absolute breeze: It detaches 
really easily and can be used independently of the suction tube and 
Electrobrush. It is always at the ready - saving you time, while still 
cleaning efficiently.

Turbo brush
Cleans beautifully: The Electrobrush for the Miele vacuum cleaner is 
28cm wide, allowing you to clear large areas of dust in next to no time. At 
the same time, the special airflow concept ensures powerful suction. The 
intelligent brush immediately detects the type of flooring: As soon as you 
start vacuuming carpets, the power increases automatically.

HX1 spare battery HX-LA
11384710

Li-ion battery powered by VARTA 

R13999

Charger Cradle HXLS
11384900

Fine Dust filter HXFSF 
11385020 

R699

R1899

R3299

R2599

Triflex HX1- Lotus White
11333340

Triflex HX1- Cat & Dog
11333370

Triflex HX1- Ruby Red
11333360

Triflex HX1- Pro
11333380

Design & Capacity

Cordless hand vacuum cleaner

Performance

Power
170 W / 25.2 Volts
Run time
60 min
Cleaning area
125m²
Floortypes
Suitable for all
Hygiene lifetime filter
Maintenance free

Accessories
Flexible configuration
Flexible charging options
SEB430 Replaceable 
Lithium-Ion battery
Electrobrush Multi Floor XXL
3-piece accessory set

Colour
Lotus White

Design & Capacity

Cordless hand vacuum cleaner

Performance

Power
170 W / 25.2 Volts
Run time
60 min
Cleaning area
125m²
Floortypes
Suitable for all
HEPA lifetime filter
Maintenance free

Accessories
Flexible configuration
Flexible charging options
Replaceable Lithium-Ion battery
SEB430 Electrobrush Multi Floor 
XXL with BrilliantLight
3-piece accessory set
Electro Compact handheld brush

Colour
Obsidian Black with PearlFinish

Design & Capacity

Cordless hand vacuum cleaner

Performance

Power
170 W / 25.2 Volts
Run time
60 min
Cleaning area
125m²
Floortypes
Suitable for all
Hygiene lifetime filter
Maintenance free

Accessories
Flexible configuration
Flexible charging options
SEB430 Replaceable 
Lithium-Ion battery
Electrobrush Multi Floor XXL
3-piece accessory set

Colour
Ruby Red

Design & Capacity

Cordless hand vacuum cleaner

Performance

Power
170 W / 25.2 Volts
Run time
120 min
Cleaning area
12 m²
Floortypes
Suitable for all
HEPA lifetime filter
Maintenance free

Accessories
Flexible configuration
Flexible charging options
Replaceable Lithium-Ion battery
SEB 435 Electrobrush Multi Floor 
XXL with BrilliantLight
3-piece accessory set
Additional Lithium-Ion battery
Separate battery charger

Colour
Infinity Grey with PearlFinish
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Hygiene
Miele vacuum cleaners offer exceptional filtration based on a 
multi-stage system. It consists of the innovative Miele HyClean 
dustbag, motor protection filter and Miele exhaust filter. The 
interaction of these components ensures that more than 99.9% of 
fine dust is filtered. So you can breathe with ease! 

Active Airclean
The Activated Charcoal filling ensures that any smells or bad 
odours from the dustbag are absorbed before it leaves the cleaner, 
and the exhaust air is always fresh. Odour Absorbtion allows for 
effective filtration with timestrip filter replacement indicator.

Cat & Dog | Allergy
For true pet lovers. Thanks to its special accessories, it is ideally 
suited to cater for the requirements of housholds with pets. The 
Allergy vacuum cleaner offers the highest hygiene requirements. 
Ideal for people who suffer from allergies & sinus problems.

Versatility always on board
Miele cylinder vacuum cleaners are equipped with three 
high-quality, standard attachments: upholstery nozzle, crevice 
nozzle and dusting brush. They are stored dust-free inside the 
appliance or on a Vario-clip, and they are always conveniently 
within reach.

HEPA AirClean filter
With Miele, you can choose from three different exhaust filters.
The HEPA AirClean filter retains even the smallest particles. The 
timestrip lets you know when the filter should be changed. 

CYLINDER RANGE  
BAGGED VACUUMS

Vacuum Cleaners
Cylinder Range - Bagged 

Complete C3
11121570

Design & Capacity

Cylinder vacuum cleaner

Performance

Suction power
2000 W
Floortypes
Suitable for all
Operating radius
12m
Type of dustbag
HyClean GN - 4.5L
Plus/minus foot controls
No need to stop

Accessories
Floorhead SBD 285-3
AirClean filter
Upholstery nozzle
Crevice nozzle
Dusting brush with synthetic bristles
Three-piece accessory set

Colour
Pure Black

R5999

Complete C3 Allergy
10796630

Design & Capacity

Cylinder vacuum cleaner

Performance

Suction power
2000 W
Floortypes
Suitable for all
Operating radius
11m
Type of dustbag
HyClean GN - 4.5L
Plus/minus foot controls
No need to stop
HEPA AirClean filter
Maximum air hygiene

Accessories
Floorhead SBD 285-3
AirClean filter
Upholstery nozzle
Crevice nozzle
Dusting brush with synthetic bristles
Three-piece accessory set

Colour
Lotus White

R6999

Complete C3 Cat & Dog
10796620

Design & Capacity

Cylinder vacuum cleaner

Performance

Suction power
2000 W
Floortypes
Suitable for all
Operating radius
11m
Type of dustbag
HyClean GN - 4.5l
Plus/minus foot controls
No need to stop
Active AirClean filter
Odours are neutralised 
Turbo brush
Reliably removes hair and lint

Accessories
Floorhead SBD 285-3
Turbobrush STB 305-3
AirClean filter
Upholstery nozzle
Crevice nozzle
Dusting brush with synthetic bristles
Three-piece accessory set

Colour
Mango Red

R7999

Classic C1
11694890

Design & Capacity

Cylinder vacuum cleaner

Performance

Suction power
900 W
Floortypes
Suitable for all
Operating radius
9m
Type of dustbag
HyClean GN - 4.5L

Accessories
Floorhead SBD 470-3
AirClean filter
Upholstery nozzle
Crevice nozzle
Dusting brush with synthetic bristles
Three-piece accessory set

Colour
Graphite Grey

R4499
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Vortex Technology
The Vortex technology produces an enormous flow 
velocity of more than 100km/h. Combined with the 
specially designed floorhead and the aerodynamic 
air flow, the bagless vacuum cleaner achieves 
first-class cleaning performance. This ensures that 
both coarse and fine dust are separated in an 
outstanding manner. 

Hygiene Lifetime Filter
The Hygiene lifetime filter features very high dust 
retention capacity and collects 99.98% of all fine 
particles. This is the type of hygienic cleanliness 
that you want for your home.

HEPA Lifetime Filter
With the HEPA lifetime filter, up to 99.99% of the 
smallest particles of fine dust and allergens are 
retained by the system. Perfect for people who 
suffer from allergies.

ComfortClean
Special sensors measure the air throughput of the 
GORE CleanStream fine dust filter and automatical-
ly activate the ComfortClean self-cleaning function 
as needed. To complete this, the appliance switch-
es off for about 20 seconds. The ComfortClean 
function can also be activated manually. 

Click2open
The dust container can be removed by pulling 
it upwards by its handle. The container is then 
opened by pressing the"Empty" button. Once 
open, the collected dust simply drops out

BLIZZARD

Design & Capacity

Bagless cylinder vacuum cleaner

Performance

Vortex technology
1100 W
Floortypes
Suitable for all
Operating radius
10m
Storage Canister
2L
HEPA AirClean filter
Maximum air hygiene

Accessories
Floorhead SBD 365-3
HEPA AirClean filter
Upholstery nozzle
Crevice nozzle
Three-piece accessory set

Colour
Graphite Grey

Design & Capacity

Bagless cylinder vacuum cleaner

Performance

Vortex technology
1100 W
Floortypes
Best for wooden floors
Operating radius
10m
Storage Canister
2L
HEPA AirClean filter
Maximum air hygiene
Parquet Twister
Gentle on delicate hard floors

Accessories
Floorhead SBD 365-3
HEPA AirClean filter
Upholstery nozzle
Crevice nozzle
Three-piece accessory set
Parquet brush Twister 
SBB 300-3

Colour
Tech Blue

Blizzard CX1 Excellence
10523630

Blizzard CX1 Parquet
10523650

Vacuum Cleaners
Bagless Range

R8999 R9999
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BOOST CX1 
VACUUM CLEANER

Top class suction in the smallest of spaces

BOOST CX1 - CAT AND DOG
11696310

BOOST CX1 - POWERLINE
11696340

Design & Capacity

Compact bagless vacuum cleaner

Performance

Motor types
Vortex technology
890 W
Floortypes
Suitable for all
Operating radius
10m
Storage Canister
1L
Hepa Airclean filter
SF-HA60
Trackdrive 
Precise manoeuvrability

Accessories
Floorhead SBD365-3
TurboBrush STB305-3
Hepa AirClean filter
Upholstery nozzle
Crevice nozzle
Three-piece accessory VarioClip

Colour
Obsidian Black

R8999

Vacuum Cleaners
Boost CX1 

Design & Capacity

Compact bagless vacuum cleaner

Performance

Motor types
Vortex technology
890 W
Floortypes
Suitable for all
Operating radius
10m
Storage Canister
1L
Hygiene Airclean filter
SFHY60
Trackdrive 
Precise manoeuvrability

Accessories
Floorhead SBD365-3
Hygiene AirClean filter
Upholstery nozzle
Crevice nozzle
Three-piece accessory VarioClip

Colour
Lotus White

R6999

31

Superior cleaning performance
All bagless vacuum cleaners from Miele have a 3-stage 
filtration system. On the Boost CX1, air passes through the 
following filters: Dust container with Vortex Technology, 
fine dust filter and exhaust filter.

Dust container with Vortex Technology
The compact design ensures extremely low airflow and 
guarantees that the Boost CX1 achieves excellent dust 
separation. As a result, a very large proportion of soil 
remains in the dust box. Finer dust is held back by the 
next filtration stage, the fine dust filter.

Precise and nimble with TrackDrive
Miele Boost CX1 is easy and precise to manoeuvre yet 
remains nimble and able to turn on the spot.

Quality
It is also tested for a life cycle of 20 years. In very many 
respects, Miele quality tests surpass the requirements 
independent test institutes.
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SCOUT ROBOT 
RX3

RX3 Scout - Arriving 2nd Quarter 2022

SCOUT RX3 - HOME VISION
11830070

Vacuum Cleaners
Scout Vacuum Cleaners

Design & Capacity

Robot vacuum cleaner with live image 
feed & 2 hours runtime with the best 
cleaning performance.

Performance

Floor types
Suitable for all floor types
3D Smart Navigation
High-precision 3D object detection for 
comprehensive cleaning.
Home Vision
Live image transmission from 2 front 
cameras to mobile device.
Mobile Control
Mobile control and monitoring.
Non-Stop Power
120 minutes of non-stop power.
Quattro Cleaning
4-stage cleaning system with 4 cleaning 
modes for perfect dust pickup.

Accessories
Remote control
AirClean Plus filter
Adaptor
Charging station
Magnetic tape
Cleaning brush
Side brushes & filters

Colour
Black with Rose Gold finish

R17 999

3D Smart Navigation
Intelligent navigation - 2 front cameras enable 
high-precision 3D object detection for 
comprehensive cleaning.

120 min non-stop
Thanks to a powerful lithium-ion battery, the Scout 
runs for longer on a single battery charge. If the 
battery charge is not sufficient, the scout returns to 
the base station for recharging. It will then continue 
cleaning from the location where it had stopped - 
fully automatically.

Home Vision HD
Real time viewing: Encrypted live image transmis-
sion from the front camera to a mobile device in 
HD quality.

Quattro cleaning power 
Efficient suction system for every floor 
Strong on carpets and hard floors: 4-stage clean-
ing system with 4 cleaning modes for perfect dust 
absorption.

Scout RX3 Accessories

11779170: 
RX3-YCR-MT12  

11779160: 
RX3-YCR-M05     

11793930: 
RX3 Accessories Pack     

11724200: 
RX3 brush roller        

10592100: 
RX3-DL       

10802450: 
RX-MB      

11724180: 
RX3-SB20           

10592090: 
RX3-SB6            

10592080: 
RX3-AP           
     

R 2499

R 1999

R 1799

R   599

R   599

R   599

R   399

R   399

R   399

 Li-Ion battery - for non-stop 120 min. running time

Li-Ion battery - for non-stop 60 minutes running time

Contents: 1x pair side brushes , 1x roller brush ,1x sealing lip ,2x AirClean Plus filters

Removes stubborn dirt by rotating, synthetic fiber bristles - hard floors & short pile carpets

Sealing lip set for effective and reliable dust pick-up

Magnetic tape delimits areas that should not be cleaned (4 x 1m strips) 

Side brushes - 20-arms for thorough cleaning  - hard floors & short pile carpets 

Side brushes - 6-arms for thorough cleaning - hard floors & short pile carpets  

AirClean Plus 2-stage filter ,change the filter twice a year 

Corner brush
Clean everywhere: The swivelling 20-armed side 
brushes protrude over the device and reach every 
corner. 


